184 West Utica (a.k.a. Ernest Franks House)
184 West Utica Street, owned by Jacob Goldsmith upon completion and then owner-occupied by
Ernest Franks and descendants for over 20 years, qualifies as a City of Buffalo landmark for the following reasons, as enumerated in the Preservation Code:
(1) As a rare example of Flemish Revival style domestic architecture in Buffalo, the Ernest Franks
House has character and value as an expression of the heritage and culture of Buffalo and New
York State. The territory that is now New York State was first colonized by the Dutch in 1609, the
same year the Dutch Republic itself was recognized by the European powers. The architectural
style brought over by the original settlers of New Amsterdam (which became New York in 1664),
Beverwijk (Albany) and the Hudson Valley was Flemish, characterized most prominently by the
step gable.
Impending loss of independence in the consolidation of New York City in 1898 caused
Brooklynites to embrace the Flemish architecture of its first hamlets as tokens of distinctiveness.
This spread throughout metropolitan New York and the state with the approach of the tricentenary of the founding of New Netherland in 1909. The second New Amsterdam (Buffalo), founded
by Dutch capitalists itself, shared in the cultural moment.
(3) The Ernest Franks House is a cultural artifact that embodies the historic, aesthetic, and architectural heritage of Buffalo and New York State. It is at once physically characteristic of its era, the
early 20th century, and a conscious effort to celebrate and emulate the architecture and aesthetics
of the 17th century.
(5) It embodies characteristics of the Flemish Revival style valuable for the study of early 20th
century architecture and the use of indigenous materials. The use of local sandstone in many different forms, and brick, as well as the adaptation of the Flemish Revival to emerging and prevalent
American forms, make the Ernest Franks House a repository of knowledge.
(6) The Ernest Franks House was designed by Albert Schallmo, a master architect who significantly contributed to the development of the City and State. Schallmo was an extraordinary artist in
brick. The Franks House may be his first commission and it shows, at an early age, a careful choice
and use of materials to create a distinctive house on a tight budget. It is valuable for that alone.
Schallmo went on to design, with partner Chester Oakley, four unsurpassed masterpieces of
brick architecture: Roman Catholic parish churches for Blessed Trinity, St. John the Baptist, St.
Casimir, and St. Luke. He also independently designed several houses and a school in
Williamsville, and, with Oakley, several characteristic buildings at St. Bonaventure University in
the Southern Tier.
(7) The details of step gable, quarry-faced, dressed-, and rusticated sandstone, dense jumbo
brick, flared roof and dormer, and superb overall craftsmanship render the Ernest Franks House
architecturally significant. These are all details found in Flemish architecture as it developed from
the 13th through 17th centuries, was transplanted to the New World, and was interpreted by, particularly, New York State architects at the turn of the 20th century. It is also a monument to the
prideful craftsmanship of masons and bricklayers in Buffalo’s Golden Age.
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Albert Schallmo, Jacob Goldsmith, and 184 West Utica.
The construction of 184 West Utica, steps from Buffalo’s most prestigious street, Delaware
Avenue, is a tale of the other side of the tracks, or, rather, the other side of Main Street. It starts in
the German working class neighborhood of the Fruit Belt with a young draftsman-turned-architect, Albert Schallmo, and a bricklayer neighbor Jacob Goldsmith.
Albert Schallmo was born in Williamsville on April 12, 1884, to John and Rose (Wagner) Schallmo.
The couple had moved to Williamsville from the lower East Side to be close to the Dodge mill,
where John worked as a miller. The Schallmo family moved to the Fruit Belt between 1900 and
1902, first to Maple Street,1 and by the fall of 1903 the parents and six children, plus mother-in-law
Catherine Wagner, lived at 253 High Street. Albert was 20 and listed as a draftsman, a job he had
worked at since age 18. The 1905 state census, enumerated in the spring, lists Albert as an architect. He was 21. Around the corner, at 254 Lemon Street, lived mason and bricklayer Jacob
Goldsmith, 54 years old, a German immigrant. Two sons, who were concrete finishers, a relatively
new job description, lived there as well.
At some point, the Goldsmiths come into acquaintance with young Schallmo, whom they went to,
most likely, when they had the idea to build a house on speculation. On January 28, 1907, a clerk
noted that Albert Schallmo filed plans for 184 West Utica Street for a Caroline Goldstein. No other
record can be found of a her. Goldsmith’s wife was Caroline. It is possible a clerical error occurred.
It is common, in any event, for the true owners of a property to attempt to hide their interest. This
may have been the case, for it is Jacob Goldsmith who offers the house for sale in the Buffalo Times
on 25 August 1907 (below right). The construction cost of the house is estimated by Schallmo to be
$6000; Goldsmith hoped to sell it, with much of the work presumably done by himself and his
sons, for $11,000.
The year 1907 was an ill-fated one both to launch an architectural career and to build a speculative house. The economy slid
into recession in May, and a full-blown panic occurred in
October. The Panic of 1907 was the worst economic contraction
to hit the United states in 14 years. Business declined by 30%.2
Goldsmith had a hard time selling the house. By November he
was offering it as “an unusual opportunity—beautiful new brick
residence; way down price. That yielded no sale. Goldsmith
must have decided he could not sell it in the short term, and
moved in, where, in January 1909 he offers a “modern, compact, new brick house; sacrifice price,” with inquiries to be
made on site.
Goldsmith needs more income despite an economy that has been expanding since June 1908;
short-term occupant George Watkins appears as the first known renter, in the fall of 1909.
Goldsmith had perhaps $4800 dollars out-of-pocket in the house, a breathtaking sum for a bricklayer. All of January 1910 Goldsmith is trying to sell the house, hard. He has no luck, because a
second panic breaks out that month, with a recession that would last two years. It is worth noting
that prior to the New Deal, all mortgages in the U.S. were private, most often for five years, with
50% down. Goldsmith’s note is due in two years.
Goldsmith finally is able to sell it by the fall of 1910, to harness manufacturer Ernest Franks, and
moves back to the Fruit Belt, to Mulberry Street. Ernest Franks and his descendants would live in
the house into the 1960s.
The difficulty in selling the house was certainly not due to its quality or style. Schallmo proved
even at this young age to be a good student of architecture and of client. A bricklayer and mason is
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going to want to show off his handiwork. The Flemish Revival style—all brick and stone— was
front and center in New York State in particular.
As the accompanying photos show, the Flemish Revival gave Schallmo plenty of scope to indulge
his client. As we see, the house is square and compact, efficiently enclosing as much space as possible with as little perimeter wall as possible. The smooth brick is deep red and dense, of jumbo
dimension (beyond the dreams of 17th century brick makers), laid in running bond. The mortar is
V-pointed, creating a dimensionality at close range, relieving the taut brick skin.
The contrasting trim is just as it is on the style’s 17th-century antecedants: sills and lintels with
dressed tops and bottoms and rusticated faces, of local stone (in this case, buff Medina sandstone);
the heavy lintels of doors and windows resting on massive, quarry-faced quoin blocks. The stepgabled dormer is suitably rough, tough, and large: viewed straight on, it occludes the hip roof
behind it. Americanisms of the late 19th century are the hipped roof and assymetricality of the
front facade. particularly the second floor, where two bedroom windows are conjoined, sharing a
rocky center post, while a third window is isolated by large planes of wall on either side. The effect
doesn’t get out of hand; the risers of the first steps of the gable are in line with the centers of the
windows below, controlling the composition.
The east side of the house is characterized by twin chimneys that project outward the depth of one
brick; this is carried on through the stone foundation to the ground. A fine lunette with a rough lip
of sandstone is tucked next to the northern chimey. The second floor windows on the east, south,
and west facades are all without quoining but retain their rusticated lintel blocks and sills.
The house is surmounted by a hip roof with flared ends, repeated in the small wood-shingled
dormers on the east and west sides. The dormer on the west side eshews a hip, terminating with
vergeboards, the better to see the compound slope of its roof.
The foundation is unusually fine for such a house in Buffalo, composed of quarry-faced irregular
sandstone blocks laid randomly. Jacob Goldsmith and Albert Schallmo could both be proud of it.
At first glance, the concrete porch floor and concrete steps seem anachronistic—they surely
replaced a wooden floor and steps decades after construction? But they are original to the house,
called out for special attention in the very first advertisement for the house. A hint is a stone scupper to which the entire floor slopes. That took some skill, probably due Goldsmith’s sons, the concrete finishers. What isn’t original is the discordant red paint that covers the porch and steps.
Although the house did not sell for an amount that met the expectations of the builder, the original buyer was satisfied unto death. Ernest Franks, harness maker, sadlery operator, hardware
store owner, was adaptable in livlihood to changing circumstances, but he called the the same
house he bought in 1910 home until he died in 1938. After that his son Robert and family lived in
the house until at least 1960.
One can imagine Jacob Goldsmith being chastened by the experience of dipping his toe into real
estate speculation. He went back to the Fruit Belt and, evidently, bricklaying and masonry.
Dependable work if you can get it. Albert Schallmo would have counted himself lucky for the
experience of designing a house at twenty-one, and a good one at that.
It is unclear whether Schallmo was moonlighting from his drafting job with the Goldsmith work,
or had boldly set out his shingle at the tender age of 21, with what connections he could have
made in his working class ethnic world. In any case, he was back at the drafting board full time
from 1908 through 1918, working successively for Lansing & Beierl, Williams Lansing, and finally,
Lansing, Bley & Lyman.
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Lansing & Beierl was one of the top firms in the city in the first decade of the 20th century. In the
first three years Schallmo is known to have worked for them (1908-1910), the firm designed over
20 buildings or additions, including 219 Bryant Street for Children’s Hospital and a house for
masonary contractor Ballard Crocker at 114 Chapin Parkway, of, naturally, finely detailed brick.
Schallmo stayed with Lansing when the latter split with Beierl in 1910. Lansing’s work address is
then listed with Bley and Lyman, with some work credited to him alone, and others to Lansing,
Bley & Lyman. In August 1913, the same month parishioner Schallmo was married in Our Lady of
Lourdes church, Lansing, Bley & Lyman were designing the Lourdes school. With Lansing, two
exceptional houses came off the drafting boards: 68 Penhurst Park and 180 Chapin Parkway, both
stuccoed Arts & Crafts temples of domesticity.
In 1913, another draftsman is hired, Chester Oakley. Like Schallmo, he had East Side working class
roots, living in the Fruit Belt with his peripatetic parents. Unlike Schallmo, who had five siblings,
Oakley was an only child. It seems, from later events, that the two hit it off. By 1915, Schallmo
would design a stuccoed Arts & Crafts cottage for his growing family, in the Williamsville of his
youth.
By 1916, there was no question the United States was going to join the allies in the Great War. This
put a damper on architectural work, and plan filings at Lansing, Bley & Lyman virtually dissappear. In late 1917 the U.S. is at war against Germany, and Schallmo does not appear to be employed
in the City of Buffalo. Sometime in 1918 Schallmo is back at work in Buffalo, as an architect and
engineer with Sizer Forge, an essential wartime industry.
After the war, back at Lansing, Bley & Lyman, the latter two decide to set up their own firm in
1919. Draftsman Oakley stayed with Lansing, becoming a partner in Lansing & Oakley. A short year
later, Lansing dropped dead over dinner at his own home.
Oakley reached out to Schallmo, nine years his senior and busy designing houses in Williamsville
for his neighbors and fellow parishioners at SS Peter and Paul R.C. Church (for which he designed a
new school). Schallmo agreed to a partnership, and Oakley & Schallmo set up shop in the Delaware
Court Building in 1921.
Schallmo was the motive force in the firm, with his connections in the German Catholic East Side
paying dividends almost immediately. Schallmo’s expressive talent in brick architecture, begun at
184 West Utica, would come to fullest flower in four masterpieces over five years.
When Schallmo moved out of the family house in the Fruit Belt upon marriage, the rest of the
Schallmo clan joined eldest brother William in a classic shophouse at the corner of Victoria Avenue
and Holden Street. It was in the largely German neighborhood that grew up around quarries in
northeast section of the city, known as the Yammerthal (“Vale of Tears”). The Buffalo Diocese had
just established Blessed Trinity parish and laid the cornerstone of a church-school-social hall in
1907. When John Schallmo died in 1915 after a lengthy period of declining health, his funeral service was presided over by the founding priest of Blessed Trinity, John Pfluger.
In 1916, Pfluger was assigned to another German parish, and Albert Fritton, a Canisius College
graduate. Like Pfluger, Fritton was a graduate of the famous Canisianum theological institute in
Innsbruck, Austria. While in Innsbruck, Fritton had traveled to neighboring Italy, where he was
deeply moved by the architecture of churches in Lombardy.
At the fast-growing Blessed Trinity, Fritton had the opportunity to plan for a new, permanent
church, an endeavor agreed upon by the parish in 1922. The name of Albert Schallmo must have
crossed Fritton mind immediately when thinking of who might design the structure. In late 1922
Oakley & Schallmo filed plans. The larger-than-life figure of Thomas Plassman, new president of
St. Bonaventure College, chose the hundreds of iconographic castings which adorn the exterior.
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The polymathic Plassman, yet another German native, would have been known to all involved.
Schallmo supervised construction, which started in 1923.
One look at the Blessed Trinity plans and brickwork, and three other parishes looking to construct
new churches rapidly enlisted Oakley & Schallmo: St. John the Baptist (completed in 1927), St.
Casimir, and St. Luke. In addition, President Plassman of St. Bonaventure followed up with commissions for a dormitory and oratory at his growing college, with the promise for more work.
In January 1928, after St. John’s had opened the previous summer, ground been broken for St.
Luke in the fall, and as finishing touches were being applied to Blessed Trinity and St. Casimir,
Schallmo died suddenly. With the talented Joseph Fronczyk also having just left the firm for his
own practice, the firm withered under the reclusive Oakley. The practice lived largely off relationships established by the socially active and hands-on Schallmo.
Oakley never achieved the heights in solo practice that he had with Schallmo and Fronczak.
Oakley got work through a former Canisius College priest in 1930 for a shrine in Auriesville, and
Plassman hired him to replace several buildings lost in a catastrophic 1930 fire. In 1934, probably
on the strength of his church fame and dormitory work, he was named architect for the new
Buffalo Housing Administration, a post he may have held for less than two years—the last mention
of him in that capacity is in connection with a contractor’s lawsuit brought against him and the
eight architects working under him on the agency’s first project, Kenfield. Oakley was a loner
without offspring, and was reduced to living in a trailer in Kill Buck outside of Salamanca at the
close of his life—first with his wife, then alone after she died.
###
1. All addresses and descriptions are as given in city directories for the relevant year, except where
noted. After the Civil War, enumeration for directories occurred in the fall of the year preceding
publication.
2. Wikipedia, 10 October 2019, List of recessions in the United States.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_recessions_in_the_United_States. Accessed 27 January 2020.
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Location of 184 West Utica Street, above. The block is characterized by the large central void which was occupied by the
Buffalo Riding Academy by 1898, and a large greenhouse. Both occupied a former street which ran east from Elmwood to
old Atlantic Avenue, which was also abandoned. New Atlantic was built due north sometime after. The Buffalo Motor
Electric Vehicle took over the riding academy buildings before 1915, and used arena behind Franks House for parking
upwards of 60 cars, as seen below. New Century Atlas, 1915.
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184 West Utica (c1900-1907) was designed by Albert Schallmo and built on speculation by mason Jacob Goldsmith, . It is a
rare example of the Flemish Revival house in Buffalo. The Flemish style first formed in the Ghent in the 13th century, and
spread to Bruges and Antwerp. By the 15th century, the cities had surpassed Venice to become the economic heart of
Europe, spreading the style to England, the northern Netherlands, northern Germany, and French Flanders.
The American Flemish Revival began in Brooklyn in the late 1890’s and spread to the Hudson Valley in the run up the
tricentenary of Hudson’s voyage and founding of New Netherland in 1609.

184 West Utica Street (Ernest Franks house), right, is part of a streetscape that includes 180 (center), 176 West Utica, left.
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Oak front door of Ernest Franks house enframed by quarry-faced sandstone quoins, rusticated lintel slab, striated and
dressed threshold.

The medieval feel of the early Flemish style is perhaps best experienced on the porch, where its contrasting stone and
brick is close at hand.
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Negligent roof drainage of long standing has not effected the rusticated sandstone coping, quoining, or foundation. The
unusual frieze of alternating recessed stone soldiers is here remortared to a lesser standard than original.

Gutter on east side is rusted through, and downspouts pour water directly onto walls, yet walls are straight and true.
Mortar is just beginning to show deterioration under open downspout.
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For most, the salient feature of the Flemish Revival style is the step gable. The Ernest Franks house sports a step-gabled
dormer that has its roots in 13th century Flanders.

Small dormer, west side, of Ernest Franks house with flared gable, shingled walls. Note also the frieze with projecting brick
soldiers supporting running and header courses. This treatment of roof echoes H.H. Richardson.
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The foundation of Ernest Franks house is unusual and displays superior craftsmanship. It is randomly set quarry-faced
sandstone. Black staining is carbon. The quartz in the sandstone glistens in direct sunlight.

All four sides of the Ernest Franks house are composed of expensive, dense, hard jumbo brick (21⁄2x8 inches) with V-pointing. East side features a lunette with contrasting quarry-faced sill. The craftsmanship is superior.
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East elevation, with dual projecting chimneys and sandstone-trimmed fenestration.
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View from southwest. Rear wood framed addition not original.

Use of the former mid-block buildings for automobile storage set stage for open-air storage of cars, blighting adjacent properties. Houses, rendered undesireable, were demolished for more parking and a small plaza. Franks house has been
exposed to blighting effects of parking on two sides for many decades.
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Origin of Flemish style: Ghent, Flanders, left to right: First Grain Master’s House, 1430, grain warehouse, 13th century
(oldest known step gable), Toll House, 17th c facade, Porters’ Guildhouse, 17th c facade. Flanders hosted two world expositions, in 1910 (Brussels) and Ghent (1913) which re-popularized the style abroad. The Grain Master’s was restored for the
1913 expo. The theme was Peace, Industry, the Arts.

Archers’ Guildhall, Ghent,1477. Note large step-gabled dormers and smaller flared-roof dormers with slate-shingled walls.
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December 9, 1905 edition of popular national weekly Collier’s indicates how deeply Flemish
Revival had penetrated the American consciousness in years preceeding tricenteniary observances
of Hudson’s voyage and establishment of New Netherland in 1609.
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St. John the Baptist (dedicated 1927) shows vigorous buttressing, elaborate portal, and terra cotta
ornamentation of brick walls that was Oakley & Schallmo trademark.

Blessed Trinity displays Oakley & Schallmo’s unsurpassed skill at massing and materials, and
attention to all sides of a building. Here, the apse and a side elevation.
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The exuberantly polychromatic St.
Casimir, above, and the serene forms of
St. Luke, right, continued and expanded
upon the brick artistry of Oakley &
Schallmo, first glimpsed at the Ernest
Franks House at 184 West Utica and
Schallmo’s Williamsville houses in the
1910s.
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